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Our Price $9,995
Estimated Payment*: $229

*Estimate based on 60 months term at 7.0% APR.

*This estimation is for informational use only and is based on
the information you provide. Actual loan amounts and
payments will vary based on additional items such as taxes
and fees as well as the actual interest rate available to you
from a financial institution.

Specifications:

Year:  2013  

VIN:  1GKKRNED0DJ170614  

Make:  GMC  

Stock:  3032  

Model/Trim:  Acadia SLE 3rd Row  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  SUV  

Exterior:  [57U] Cyber Gray Metallic  

Engine:  3.6L V6 288hp 270ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Ebony Cloth  

Transmission:  6-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  136,675  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 17 / Highway 24

Step into the realm of refined capability and discover the exceptional
2013 GMC Acadia SLE-1, a vehicle that harmoniously blends
functionality with comfort, and durability with elegance. With a robust
136,675 miles on the odometer, this enduring SUV stands as a
testament to the meticulous engineering and reliability that GMC is
renowned for.

Cloaked in a sophisticated gray exterior, this Acadia exudes a sense of
understated confidence that is sure to turn heads. The allure of the
sleek body lines is matched by the welcoming black cloth interior, which
offers a sanctuary of comfort for you and your passengers. The
spacious cabin is not only a haven of tranquility but also a hub of
practicality, designed to meet the demands of your busy lifestyle.

At the heart of this mechanical marvel lies a potent 3.6L V6 engine,
delivering a formidable 288 horsepower and 270 ft-lbs of torque. Paired
with a seamless 6-Speed Shiftable Automatic transmission, this Acadia
offers you the exhilarating power you crave while ensuring a smooth
and responsive ride. Whether you're navigating bustling city streets or
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and responsive ride. Whether you're navigating bustling city streets or
embracing the open road, this SUV is equipped to provide an
exceptional driving experience.

The 2013 GMC Acadia SLE-1 comes with a suite of manufacturer
options and packages that elevate your driving experience to new
heights. These carefully curated features underscore GMC's
commitment to delivering vehicles that are as intuitive as they are
indulgent.

This vehicle's pedigree is further solidified by an impressive array of
accolades. As an Edmunds's Best Retained Value: Honorable Mention
recipient and one of Edmunds's Top Recommended SUVs, the Acadia's
exceptional value and desirability are clear. Moreover, as a testament to
GMC's dedication to customer satisfaction, J.D. Power and Associates
recognized the brand with the highest rank in their Customer Service
Index (CSI) Study for the Mass Market Brand category. And let's not
forget the Kelley Blue Book's Best Resale Value Award in the Full-Size
SUV/Crossover segment, assuring you that your investment in this
vehicle is a wise choice for the future.

Imagine the possibilities as you take command of this 2013 GMC
Acadia SLE-1. Envision family road trips filled with laughter, daily
commutes transformed into moments of serenity, and the peace of mind
that comes with owning a vehicle that's not only a joy to drive but also a
smart financial decision.

This is more than just a car; it's a partner in your daily adventures, a
reliable companion that stands ready to create memories with you at
the helm. Don't miss the opportunity to make this distinguished 2013
GMC Acadia SLE-1 your own. Contact us today to schedule a test drive
and experience firsthand the perfect blend of power, luxury, and
practicality that this exceptional SUV has to offer. Your journey awaits!
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Installed Options

Interior

- Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  - Rear air conditioning 

- Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front - Steering wheel trim: leather 

- Ambient lighting - Cargo area light - Cruise control - Multi-function remote: keyless entry 

- Power steering - Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Storage: in floor 

- Touch-sensitive controls - Compass - External temperature display - Multi-function display 

- Rear seat folding: flat  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Third row seat folding: split  

- Third row seat type: 40-60 split bench  - Upholstery: premium cloth

Exterior

- Door handle color: chrome - Exhaust: dual tip - Rear spoiler - Daytime running lights  

- Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  - Roof rack crossbars: black  

- Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy 

- Power windows - Rear wiper: intermittent - Solar-tinted glass - Window defogger: rear

<h5> Price displayed is after all discount and promotions. Trade in promotions may not be combined with any other promotion or coupon. Contact Sales Department for details!

</h5> <p> <span style="font-size: x-small"><strong><span style="font-size: small">100% FINANCING APPROVAL - IS OUR GOAL!!!&nbsp; - APPLY NOW AT&nbsp;</span>

</strong></span><br /> <br /> &nbsp;</p> <h3> <span style="font-size: x-small"><strong><span style="font-size: small"><a

href="http://www.reflectionautosales.com/">www.reflectionautosales.com</a></span></strong></span></h3>
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